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ithis article the author proesa discomalos primarily based

an a oarie of articles In Voyeammy Vestalk, a oitultr publi-

operational srt and tactics. Mhe predoamimt tist of Soviet tactical

doctrine is that decisive results are achieved only though off insive

action of which the temo of the attack is-qf vItal .Imortsuc*. In

addition to the discussion of these articles, the author of fers sma

matbods by which the tmpo of the attack an be Iep&d at intsirutsd

In ordar to create conditions for the. failure of the hbgh rate of advance
of Soviet farces, and hanca, hopefully, a. Soviet defeat.



TB TOM OF TM OF7USYE Ur TO VIT~lf

During 1977, a eries of ta articles appeared In the Sailet

- A mothly military journal VvnW, Vesaluk. The them throughout the"e

articles I& the temo of the, attack (tem naneuolm±,) and its Lupor-

tancs in Soviet offensive operations. The mjor purpose of this paper

*is to discuss and- analyse this. series of articles. loee, it Is also

deemed appropriate and necessary to inmle methods -adoffer suggestioma

*during the discussion of the. azticlas and In the flnal part of the paper

anhow I=X forces, and patcu-l U.S. l orcs, might disrupt or

IedeS the tINpo Of the attack, thereby oreatlag cOmditICOM for the

aiueof the Soviet offensive. A understauna of Soviet oeaIoa

art ad tactics Is necessary for a fuflar undertandiag of the accepted

vestarn viuus ap the. nature. of. coMVraY Soviet Warfare. in this

regard, to provide depth and better wadeastading, the Initial portion,

of the paper contains a Limited siMnation of Soviet. tactics. and

toodnolov.

The predGminant Meet of Soviet tactical doctrine if that decisiVe

reuLts are achieved only through offwaive action. "The off emsLve is

the basic form of comat action. ftly by a resolute offenaive conucted

at a high temo and to a great depth is total. destruction of the .mnd

ataned. 4 The offenaive agaist L defmling ==Wy usaly in waged

In three distinct but overlapping stes. The first is the meing

sugaemenc (nrca a) or what Amrican military wirs wra



commly rotor to as movement to contact.. oept that the Soviets SOGI

to Sive it move nmaing and greater depth. It also amaases the iii-

tial 0mgait. The second stage is the breakthrough which Is chars.-

terized by the concentration of cmbat po--er at a chosem point to rupture

the emny defianse.. in the third stage, the attack Is Inn~sified by

the rapid inploitation of the success achigeed In the second stage.

The Soviets rely om the echelon conspt to achieve and mastmin. a

rapid rate of adace. Baical~ly, the f Irst echelon ruptures the defe

mA seals the shoulders of the peetrailon while the second echelon

eploita this success by advancing through the petainto -siao obi so-

tives deep in the many's raw. Mwe distinctio between a secomd. echo-

ion and areserve Is that the second echelon Is glvem a precisely

defined Sisal= before the. operation, samly to attack from a specified

position to Intensify the force of the first echelon's attack ma exploit

success In depth.

The secnd. echelon has no comearable C.S. equivalent. Its primary

use is to minutals the mtu of the attack, especally on the uSa

ax:.s of attack. In his Initial. attack order,. the coimder pigus for

secoad echelon coimet smigms. a tentative milyment line, and

dessipates artillery ad other support. The second echelon Is Initially

tasked to reech the sae objectives as the first echelon, should this

assistance be required. lesictlons of plxmeAd miloyut am be us&'

as the battle' deveop.4 . The semA echlon my be directed to dmwloitw

the sucess 'of the first, or it any be directed to attack in a amv

direction. Other zasiom my bet

-to destroy bypessed many elnants

t o defeat countaractacks
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t o defeat aizobile or airborne attacks

-to replace, Ufits of the first echelon that have lost coobat
effectivee.

The TesSzY In the ehelon method is small by U.S. standards,

aprzuawtaly 1/9 of the attacking force In size. Such resexres are

not usually assigned a specific mission-in the attack order, but are

assigned their xaisso 4=1a the course of the battle. They are

favmed to be ready for ustcpted requirts ad usually am

with the first echelon. By contrast, the second echelon, as opposed.

to the reserve, has Mors. time to prepare plans and orders end to

effect necessary coordination.

One most also daerstand that echeloimnt Is not a series of wave

to, finally break tba umW's defense. The first echelon is allocated

sufficient combat pover to quickly overwhela the emny., For Instance,

a Soviet azmy- coader Lu the critical, sector is likely to place

mre than half of his divisions'Lu the first echelon and use all*

artller, including artillery organic 'to see. -ech'lon divisions,

MW artillery, and attached artillery froM front, In thepraato

precedIng the first echelon'Is asasule. The army's goal would be to

destroy samy- forces Lu. the assigned sector and advance. so quickly Into

the depths- of the 4emy s- 6sf me so as to preclud& the sme f ioa

being able to sea of f the penetratio Or to regrow

In order to effect: i. pentzation,. forces mut be massed. Zj

pest were, the mriz-cal relationship in a particular sector could

-. coly be changed by a ielo process of providing me am and equimet.

u ever, weapons of masa destruction can mw bring a sudden change of

great m125tud to the bal-anc. The Soviets classiy nuclear, chemical

3



and biological azminnts- as weapons of sass destuactiou. fThsi WNse

Change ths utio'of fecsas CU Mn axis of advance aud to the entize depth.

Potetial mclear stzikes by thwe newy make proLouged. LMaatc inadis-

able. fte Soviets Intend to mss at the C~tiaJ. Point by Mae of Moil~ty

and high. ztes (w)of offulie prai.s(O~i tam s~iiy)

Gxeatly imove tzooP amility Peits both the sepl4 anu Lou mi

quick dispesim esseutiia to oaclMjwtazy wmt5sm. (Tho teo=

Vargate ised to desm:Um the situatio I= which both. mut =%&I weqpin

sod mepous i seas deex wtiJA 'We. weloyd.)

This moblity sod high tewo at~a opesalos is eOMMl ipoasn

in achieviog msuces. Coalm. GieRaZLL a. SAIMeolwl fozly Dusfty COMMOdw-

in-Wate of Gumod raees for Coiat ftaia.ng n nw Caw~x of the 2Zms

baikial Military cd stzi ot, 01statee 0 Gthe attack at a high. tooo has t=17,

hecom a'den of the tin. " 3 mhe. PsIuCiPle imeluies the leed

biLuty at- Mw fawoes, #-I=sip~ -m mo- logstca 0l ts N1418L gh

t~wo is the, X1emtues r.0PRoctioan Of sno eatKn wit t 4ie. Z
is pe=iully tia n the nuclear bat Aef *d Keep4in the Mww

oft helaos an& une~ constant pcess~e wiLU pcmmet his foaig as sews-

tim defense. zt wili, aidiNXIMliy alwmd eeci ssIA.

expicit"In the effects of ame Ia a'nucleaw steiks. *t Tedsmblty of

attacking at a high twoo is a consistent. thxmad in Soviet, writings. fth

maftiou of mblity to fixupovx waft be embasised. Lih tue adose not

equate alily to fasti mowtr it- mne the. zapiS attsint of cwoat

objectives. Zu tbo offase this msas aszieing dsmcinof the MMn a

dftine. contbiality of attack is another coutz:13otar. This -a~

Cotiniing to atwack, nigt. sA day, until deoiie results ame aohieed.
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The series of articles on the tempo of the atack was initialed by

Colonel G. Lobachey, Cowmmder of the Guards Motorized Rifle Tm

Red Baner Division, who was shortly thereafter promoted to ome star

reak, general sajor. This article vas of a gemeral nature aend then

the editors of Voyanow Vestnik requested other officers to wress

their opinions on the liuportaut Issues raised by Col. Lobschew. The.

wn ubtarticles in the seie weae repliestoheoi aar

howevez, they all deal~t with a specific subject, such as uini-ea,

air def ease, surprise, reComsacs, at@., which would IUsue the

ucesof the tempo of the. offensive, ultimiately ledig to victory.

The last awticle In the seris was an alysis and summry of the

previous articles, writtes. by Coloa. General G.- Selmow, Deputy

Cier-ta-Chief of Ground Tortes for Combat Trafting, and it

reinforced all of the positive aspects of the previous articles.5

Col. Lobechew states that the high rsa of temo Is not In isl

a goal guesinsel) but. is a. seems of. achieving -vitory In offenive

operations. go describes, as we do In our am smw* -u hiia shock

acindoctrine, the dynamic nature of the high tampo in that :it

deprives the maw of the opportunity to meuverl his forces freely,

to takea the initiative, to utiz his reserves effectively, and to

neutralze Soy of the strong points of the GMy, whie at the ewmt

time. -442d Iag ones I am. losses of pervamel end equ4uet.'6 Col.

Gem. Salawnew adds that the rapid advance Into the depths of the

asmy's def ense. prevents the. smy- from prepazing imad ocpigfavorable

positions in tie, from layinmnefiel&a, and amr omenmwvr

Several Of the articles discuss at lengt the Imortance of

.9 retnmasa In Order to Insure the asintenance. of the initiative aid

C5
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to avoid various unanticipated difficulties. a s -s-be

active and continuous under y conditions, day and night, In order to

Insure that consinders do not rake uisubstantlated decisions. A high

tempo i the attack is Inconceivable without w .ll-o-anized rscomassance. 8

o gI sia icance, to the Imporuance of recoins".as , two of the

articles quoted, Lanln's =stamn, "MM most dangerous thing In war Is

to umderestime the e eland rest on the empt.on that we are stronger.

This Is the os dangerous thing that can cause defeat 9'.
"  N r, two

|i ,autho'rs I th series poned'o the weaknss, that unfort-unately,, they

satll encountr Offi.e-s who scorJn rwiomsace, vho ovezr.stms their

am capabilities or who possess a poor keowlvlee of the capailitie and

resources of thefr subordinates and underestiate the ezmsm.

Cinders at aU levels ara obligated to perfmo reomo ilssce.

personally but the leadIng role beong to the chief of staff. Sased

an Instructions fzomthe coinder, he essign sthe forces a mmas

needed for the recmm ace and. he specifies how this is to be done.

The Soviets expect intelligente on every aspect of the eq just as U.S.

forces would, but it Lams that Lu the, writings they epect to know

the location of mch smller elemens than one would exect and not just

an the MA (7orward Edge of the Battle Area). For instance, they mpect

to now the locati of mLU antitank. elemnt, &.g., TMOs, and they

exect to kow the location of the majority of thm even into the depths

aof the defena. % ay speak of destroying or suppressing thea even

before the start of the attack nming E M =tactics; ad organizational

tables will Issst them in ai the mmber of weapon systms and their

probable locations. Jl of the articles cita. exercise results to ref-

force their statements, but in every case the mrcise results are so

6
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glowing and the commnders, particularly if they are above the rack of

senior lieutenant, are all kinowing. I. -the eurCIses the comandars

always 1c~ar where the enmsy positions were, and In a couple of instances

by knowing the sawm' s tactics and organization, they simply foresaw

where the saWem a located. 12Of course, It is. ezely Important to

us& all mano necessary to date~ia sommy dispositions, but the Soviets

are always so successful In theit azercises that one wonders how realistic

they a. They c tiuly speak of the need for realistic training, but

om. certainly cnnt detect the realism in the results described In these

few articles. Nevertheles, their desire to get results and achieve -_._

success by reconnaissance cannot be ovezlooked. NATO forces must

Insure the security of their positions and actions.

As stated earlier, several authors discussed. the attitude of- some

* comnderstoward reconassac. Lisoveki, adds that in tactia

* clss, not all commanders and their staffs-give, attention to penmetration

of reconnaissance elements Into the enemy rear. A possIble vulnerability-

which =st. be exploited. is to deny the Soviet. forces the use of signal

communcations in- transmtting intelligence data.. "The most valuable

information becomes old quickly unde conditions of fst-ioving modern

ombat ad high troop nbility ad umneve-ability. Theraf ore, commnders

ad stafft are obligated. to display maximum efficiency In collecting

nd. processing. intelligesnce. Information. To this objective, it is

necessary to establish a rellable mas of aoncto nd to establish

signal tab l~s which would allow the rapid end accurate transmission of

obtained data.

Moughout the articles, good reconnaissance is demanded f or the

achievement of success. The most madern technology, the beat trained

7



soldiers, and nercal superiority over the enemy, will go to waste if

the comander, becases of pcor reconnissance, chooses the wron COUrs&

of action. Without recouaoase the sub-imita CPodrasdalaene omot

operate decisively'and aomot reliably achieve the goals establish"d.

Isnce, they lose the Initiative and fall to usintaft the temo of the

attack.

Col. Lobachev, citing the cosiat experisacs of World War II, the

Great Patriotic War, established the role that when a frontal attack

faild, e -pciad commidars always resorted to fire an sa e-mr to

outflank the enmy, struck where he was weakast, and took aimutage. of

successful adjacent units. Col.. Gen. Sa~aauw repeats tbnk thins In

the concluding articlei and stresees the importance of inmmver In no

taining the tmpo of the attack. 1 4  Tb Soviets istend to atatan 'the

timpo by rapid and broad menierp utilising uuclear we"Cis in Conuc

tio. With powrful Co- vutional meaa to create gaps and dlsorisac the

on"m. Soviet forces bave the ability to operate umdw cnaicis of

raioctvecontmtion, particularly with tak and satonted rifle

=nits, and they 4ntend, to Mve across these contaolnated aone at high

speeds and attack Intb the dapths of the enemy 's defense.. Tactical

aitbom ladings (vertical envelopment) an be usda diuing either couvew-

tional or copltmoary waifue to disrupt and forestall, enmy reserves,

mss cimnd sa control facilities, etc., In. order to support the aom-

stop advance of the =Lin body. This Is smly vital, however.. in

*~1 .unclear warfare. Tbae vertical savslopmea either by airboxu or by
heLtbous assault forams will prevent the opposing forcam frum occupying

defensive, lines at the edges of contsmiaat areas, thereby insuring that

Soviet forces do-nt hae to deploy Lu coutsiiatedL arms.



Soviet forces do not Intend to Set bogged down in a protracted

battle for wasry amey strong point, but are. resolved to take advantage

of the terrain end flze suppression to penetrate swiftly into the

*depths of the =y'sa defense, atac-k4ngw nucl.ar weapon delivery

memo, artiley firing positions, and reserves by surprise attacks and

by attacks from different directions. *it is espe cially inpartmat to

seie end aintain the initiative, via tim, and preserve the high

temo of the attack without e.tigthe muwmy-to create ad oranize

defenses an latezzaiate lines. If success*@ appear where they have

not been. epected, or if a -decrease In the tsmo, of the attack occurs,

indicatIng increased emy resistne, the needm" arise to shift froms

ome axs to mother. In these cases it is necessary to emloy second

echlas, ndifneeed te rseve, to Insure th tempo atr -

what bas beem discussed about ineuvea could just as X621 have beow

foomd In a U.S.- military menual; however, 32= In his conclnsion

states, '"Xeneaver Ise a sort of-military ciniing based an profound

foresight, a sober aZcjtiuof the correlation. of forces *and weapons,

endt the comba. training of the persounal. Besides that, my ameaver

involves som risk. It in the cominder'sa task to do everything e. nust

In order to reduce this risk to a u~nIsum." 1 7  Simchankov states that

one. annot agree with those. officers Who sometime try to accomplsh

every mission. In ezercUss by frontal assaults thereby sawing tim and

wmaininig the high tamp. This is total iporeCe.2. 1 8 It appears

from Sabmv' a statemnt that there Is eom reluctance to maeuver

force., and from Slachankow' a that. this is exctly the case: e=a

cinmmders continua to make frontal assaulcs against stubborn strong

points,_thereby Incurring greater losses and. losing the initiative. one



cmn only wonder how widespread this reluctance is, and such reluctance

usy indicate Cho lack of inventiveness and Individuality of the Soviet

officer @Mrs.* The point-should not be overemhasized but is worth con-

*sideration.

* One article is concerned wholly with the destruction of msy anti-

tank systems. This includes not only enesy tamn, but also atitank

guided missiles -(AX~s) fired. either frou the gzaand or from attack

helicopters. The author states that the destruction of these asm is

becmng s. primary task and without it, the high speed of wmvin and

ultlmts suces" in battle is In Jeopardy. 3.9On approach to destroying

the samy Is antitank mane eppeas to be rather foolish.. Because, of the

lsseoims of MMf and subequent exercises, the Soviet author sugests that

field artilery uaits be move forward to conduct* direct. fire against

point targets possessing antitask Mmas. The. crums of tbe wapons,

therefore, have a direct opportunity to observe sod "~teat the iwn

of firing systems ad to quickly- destroy this. Not only. does moVIn the,

artillery formsid. asks it more susceptible to UMZ artillery, .because of

the range and visibility to forward observers, but It would also ba uore

vulnerable to NAMO direct fire means,- pertIcularly that- of tanks and hXTIs.

It would appear that this artillery would be auch better utdlised In a

nomel. indirect firlug mods. Artillery in direct fire simply has not

beow designed to combat, AMfs and tanks.* It could be that the Soviets

are willing to sacrifice se artillery in this method to overcm a y

antitank vmans In the initial battles. Other ms of overcomin anti-

tank waosare rather standard, such as fire suppression, utilization

of terrain features, mmoka, high speed of svrnmmt, ae., addo not

bear further comnt.

3.0
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Nowever, a few cmnnts are necessary concezzing a couple of tac-

tical exercises described by the author which soon completely ludicrous

and certainly do not obtain the degree of realIsu so often desired by

Soviet officers iu their writings. In wne exerciser a. tank platoon

supporting a votorized rifle *c@wpny penerated the enemy'I a defeonse,

quickly uoved Into the depths of the defense, and overcom all anti-

tank weapons. The article stated that the platoon law all of the

concealead locations of these aystmns because .of superior recornssanca.

In another instance, two antitank helicopters suddenly appear"d but

because of the superior reaction of the air defense gunners, oem was

shot down =& the other forced to retreat before either was able to

fire a shot. In m'other Instance,* while saving fouzad, several mu

ATQIK aystms wers observed setting up to fire,. but bef ore they- could

firs'. the fiin data was prepared,' appropria ciniends gIm,&. and

-ota shells began ezpl odIn amng the. enmy AM~ systmw. The am

suffered. losses ad usda several confused, launches, but becamse of the

concentrated long-range- fire. of tanks and sortars, vere forced to retreat.

There were. no ueazpected blows against the attackers and. the comany
*21continued to progress at a high tam", Further coset& about realistic

tro.ining ame not nceasazy, but one cone about Soviet epcaim

Is. They awect to destroy sore than half of the snny Is antitank seans

or at least suppress then In order- to. be succesful

Achieving surprise is another Inportt elmuet In Soviet operations

as well as Insuring that one' a own forces are not surprised. Truly

scientific foaresight sakes it possible to determine properly the moet

probable nature of sasy actions,* and on the basis of this to provide

scientific seasurs which would disrupt or reduce to a siniinu his. attenta



to achieve surprise .2 may officers have developed this quality of

scientific foresight according to Cal. I. Sheim. as gives an =aple of

a recant ezercise in which a compasy =andar was supposed to Uintain

a dsf eive position until the arrival of the battalion' s main body..

Nover, after a brief recomnaisae the terraIn suggested to the

co"My coind the location of the ssa "rssve, and being able to

foresee the course of. events, be attacked succesafully. The assaY wa

caught by surprise sad defesated by the bold attack. Scientific fore-

sight? Maybe it is scientific In a cmewd amrcise, but In real battle

* ~such actioos could prove disastrou.

Air dsfese and particularly defense against AM( helicopters is of

graoe coucAr to the Soviets. There is no doubt that aix desfnse In

general dAn&ir dsfese aastbeIlicpiter In: particular - is one

of the war 1aportt factors Which will. Insure the success of the high;

temo of the attack. Avlat~om is a mwhich wil be %pas of the first

to be sloyed to disrupt the high t=oe of the attack. i The article

on helicopters discusses at lemgth helicopter tactics sand, capabilitie

which the. author readily admits were taken frou thi foreign press. Agaft

utillIzng a tactical mxrcise as an -oa1pe, Soviet forces scesul

cotred mn air attack ad a helicopter gimahip attack due. to meallen

int114ellies and. the effectiveness of* the air defense forces. The actions

taken by the Soviet forces. ware standard precautions such as the usa of

observation posts, - muflaga,. radar acqisition, cavulng likely. avams

of approach, ae. ALL of this Is Important, but again they were so effec-

tive against this type of assault that the assay was duilven off, appeatly

without causing casual ties. The invincibility of Soviet fort"s my play

asom role In the psyche of the soldiers and officers In tactical aercises,

12



but ome must question the affeact on ther =arole In actual battle when

the memy doesn't pull. back but stands ad fights. The svents In

* Afthaista should offeor some clues. Of course, there is anther

corollary. The Soviet off icers reAing these articles see no somlaoce

In what is writtm .to that which actually occu dnr-In thei tactical

Another concern. of the Soviets also comes to light In this paxti-

Color mxrtine ad that is the conservation of sissile nuItion.

It *could be assmd that this is a'concern across the sotire, spectz=.

* ~They stress that teambork ad fire control most be practiced is igSagiag

hostile targets In that all snow targets are -brought =ade fire snimal-

taneously without several, system firftg at the am target. This

Precludes an ainjustIfiably- large ipdtueOf ammnition, sad missiles,

which ina the end would. hae. da adverse effect an subsequat missions. 2

Crossing. barriers ad o~atacles, and udocieand chemically

contaminated son", which% are mc~tr during combat, nomialy Inyslves.

som slowing down or possibly a haltIng of the advance. Onjus~el

paose, however * most. be avoided. The speed of advace. on. the battle-

field sad Into the depths of the defense lways was ant rood"s the mast

imoran Indicator of on. attack's eff ectiveness 2 Ivan water obstacles,

which ame seen by the Gamay an adventageocis obstructions., mast be over-

com from the march withpnt reducing the rate of the offemita using aUl

available mm to dewe"o tI6 offeinsive on the opposite basOB

One article Id the series discussed the position of the ernie:k in

combat ad requires a few coments. Basically, the author stated that

the cimmnder mast place himelf in the. most wdstae position ft

order to control the battle but at critical tines it would be necessary

3



because of morale purposes f or the camuader to move forward and lead

his troops into cmbat by the battle-tested mathod: "Do as I do" (Delays

kak ya) 29 It also stresses that the cauand post or camwd vehicle.

will Obviously be the priority target of a nmy attack. Cmamndrs

must Insure that they art not proinent I. the ccabat fomtion or In

hasty -positions obviously urrowe by radio opera tars, ranners fron

platoona, air 4sf ae systems, etc.

The Soviets place a trmmndevs amt of emhasis on fire supprvesion.,

ad Co1. Samiua asserts "that the emrance of battallon and company

tactical ezercss with field firing shows that an overwhelming majority

of officers make skilled and effective use of the firepower of organic

and attached weapons to Insure, fire superiority over the any on the

m~aixis for the purpose of insuring a favorable correlation of forces

and for mai nig the high tamo of the attack." Ate Soviet.

nucleer strikes, the raof advance through the breeches foxned has

been datexuled by cm~u-ttims to be, In many Instae,. equal to the.

comat- speed of the tanks and mechanized vehicles

The Soviets Understan-d the MZortam-e of Realistic Yield Trainin Exercises
Co1. Com. Salamnw Insists that durins tactical ezercis "we most

better Imitate battlefield conitions, create obstacles, zones of fire,

and generally create a situation which will give personnel the feel'ing

of comat, which will harden their deaainand character thereby

doeeloping and InatllIng ft than the desired mora-combat qualities."

labehev Maintains that in his division, stuations in field szereises

era Invariably eaeted. In which the cindelrs of the advancing imdte

acquire or- lasm the necessary responses to specific situationsu MISh

14



preioWusly cited axred... should give one a clue to the realim of these

exerciss, at least to the way in which they are described in writing.

The authors also stress the Importance of marala, an Important

factor In any military oranization. "The success In amy battle, and

temo of the attack In particular, depends to a great extene on the

inozzle of the soldiers, and therefore on the conent and purposefulness

- of party-political work. The ezercise. of the. Great Patriotic Iar

showed that well preseed party-political thoughts created a high

moral* and an offeonsive resolve In the soldiers' fulf-1l1ng the cam~dar

order through- strong. actions to destroy the mnee. "3 Of course, the

role of party-political work becomeseve amore Important In battles

Iolv~ng nclear wapons. low demnds are placed on the soldiers and

they most ueintain a psychological steadfastness. At the cri1tical times

is battle they m3at, be able to overcome their feams. Psychological

tra"Inng Is required to establish In the soldiers an officers an

emotional stability and to prepare than for fearless, resoluteatis

In dangerous situatiows, patclrythose involving wapmn of wsn

destruction. This, of course, Is a concern of all soldiers, everywhere.

7Iaally, the high. temo of the attack places additional strain an

the ciner~s and staffs to lasme that coria Iis maitained

with higher lower, adjacent, a"d attached- uits. The high rate requires

the constant, stable. control of the vaita.- "The only coimndar who

achieves rapid advance Is the mne who cotnnaycontrols his ova and

his attached vaits, who maintains In his bands all the threads of

c tand who quickly reacts to changes In the situation. The loss

of caiinicatIons with subordinates for eve a brief period of time, or

a delay In assigning than new tasks, are fraught with serious comsequees.-37



This becomes than aother vulnerability. By interrupting ci~aiu

and further creating confusion on the battlefield, NATO foces can slow

the tmpo, of the attac of the Soviet forces. Other methods of accm.-

pJsh4ing this ission will now be ezmded and some already alluded to

will be amended.

I. or*u= to Via the next war on the luropem battlefield, I=

forces anmpede d stop the major Iatial trusts of the liese

Pact forcea; they nut- stop the fist-echlon f aoe whic will in t

affect the to o of the attack, md consequently the seco -ec:

forces. Attack operations stress fire powse. Suppressive fires by

artillery and six will precede an assault by maeuver nit and- msupport

their ubequmet combat actios to the depth of tbe dsfese.- hch of

this fire power In provided. by se - 1 -artillery Md.i artiler

from e= Md front ""noim. hu ra.m, of an offesive would

be untht6ksle without the reliable suppression .of the 4sf edin forces'

fire mam, Primarily his antitank means, or Without the sufficient

ability an dos part of the c med-arms cmimers to make eficient

se of the results of =Clear strikes, and the fire. might Of the attaced

d supprtin wits ~taz primarily the artilearr and airf

=its, as well1 as the antitank guided. missile umits .. "~ This high. rate

or tino ust be Impeded and. stopped by all amen@ available to I=2

forces, but a can readily see that 3*1 foames In the defmese most be

auficitlyProtected. or hordesed, to Survive the smarmm fire suppression

efforts of the iaw. I this regard, 'a great deal of Mmp o Im is

DeceeaY wP parclarly in the axwami antitank Wdts. 2 Th. active

-re malaemae of the Soviet fomes mt be lUmited. Ukorl., NM

est has the mamas to collect md produc tIml.nteLlISme I& order

771'
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to be able by all ims, particularly countax-battary firs, tank-kill4ag

helicapters, ad close air supprt, to suppess and ddstzpy the soaW~'s

air defense capabilities and his fire suppression seam,* primaily

artilIerY.

Col. Co. Lobachsv states that -"plmwial the high rate of off esva

at the present tims vmUA be =thinkable without reliable antisir

defose of the units and subunits (eat and A

airborne anmy, possessing high meuverability, and varied and powerfil

sint, am with siffikliat accuracy, inflict sudden strikes at

-mobile and mall-swe targets an the field of battle." There axe a

erof aowramiti for comied-amz commanders on iitters

of orgesixing air-defese In the attack and comaing low-flying.

buargetI, .ery 1ftm t to wdorscare that air deAseaI

generally =*e.O~f the :mat Importn factors Swuriug the high t*Wo

of the attack. "It Is hardly possible to achieve succms In modema

vaf ame without. a reliable scree. for friendy comat fomntions fts

the air."14 RIT forces most -Improve their ability,, as will be me-

tinned. later, to suppres eammy air defense by artillery, electronic

ontr MSsures (100, -n su&af, to Include armed drones,1 drones,

at@. Mhe Soviets bonws eaknesses Is both artillery - such as towed

artillery, fire control, etc. - ad In air defense -such as soft-

skisne yaizjes, intsmss, cmw. and control,- ae The. saw to

vulnerabllities In fire suppression. and aft defnse vat be exploited.

to the fullest In order to Jstartut his coordInatio. and. his temp

which wIl Ikt oinly ssist IM the. destruction of the first. edhelon but.

wil creace greater confusion sod hinder the actions of. the swmod

echelon forces creatftg a amr vulnerable target and greatly assisting

in the overall defeat of Soviet forces.

17



The met effeactive way of ImpedIdS the second echelon by aouentional,

mama Is air Interdiction. Te two types of interdiction are supply

Interdiction and battlefield Interdiction. Supply Interdiction is the

use of air power deep Into the rear of the mnsy, s=rikig at Liue of

m i. ou- logstical fSaci tia, etc. On the jup= battl e ldA,

Suppl.y Interdiction my yield only limit"d results if usiag only camvmn-

tionaL weapons because of the diff culty of blockidn a don" transport

Wet Vitk COmventioual- ordOance, %the Inability to loiter M destroy ady

vehicles in a sophisticated air defeonse NUViA n thi ablity of the

attacker to anticipate equidrimnts by forward stockage, and the time

lag before Interdicti o affects deployed farcem. 4 1  These lii.tsd results

be Impraved, ho ver, with the advent of batter -6,O;t6Ioa mi-

tm such as "um =' a" concrete-cutt cluster- inJltions agafst

the I= sprt 0fnntm*r at: punrbe o a ints. dtaly

cruise 2nis1ile (=@) with aftyantional"Warhads could be utiloed, in

camJunctan with the air. forcs to aceomplsh pert of this ssie and

It Is becoming appaentc that. the teceology for MI accuracy wil &AllW

it. to be used In this role to sm emt. .i a nulear ctm , supply

Interdiction becoes a managaeble operato.

3attle Ie nterdiction In a couvswtiomal wr will y"ied greater

results. "It- seeks- to destroy the road not, vehicles ad supplies

approaching- the forward edge of- the battUe area (m). .(TAUe should

* ~~not be confused With cl.ose, air support.) No"efietly battlefieald

Interdiction ha the potential of disrupting the anmw's oaaim

Plan, sad - particuolarly in conjumctimn via~ off miwes and major coter-

attacks - of dislocating the. soaW .omead s e." 42 M cforym emt

be able through Intcence mans to pInpoint the heavier coumtratoms

18
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of Warsaw Pact forces, to detect those areas where they intend to

force a penetration, and by means of battlefield interdiction, NATO

must be able to obtain leverage by hindering the enemy from moving

or shifting his second echelon forces to the critical areas and to

impede coordination.

- -~ The Soviets in their military writings continually stress this

principle of coordination variously read as coordination, interworking,

or interaction. "An attack at a high tempo depends to no small extent

on the ability of coumanders and staffs to organize for combat, to

maintain in its dynamic action the coordination of participating

personnel and weapons of the different branchs, combat arms and special

troops, and to control them." 43 In the Soviet system all elements of

the combined arms and services must operate. together in battle. They

constantly emphasize the use of individual initiative if coordination

becomes disrupted, but one gets the impression from Soviet military

literature that initiative may, in fact, be a major weakness. 44

Subordinate commanders are expected to act without orders to regain

contact with adjacent units or with higher headquarter. and to coordinate

ongoing actions. in the confusion of battle, the ability to disrupt[Soviet commanders by such means as battlefield interdiction, elec-

tronic warfare, etc. could pay high dividends.

To prevent a penetration of the NATO front, NATO air forces

must disrupt the coordination of Pact forces and dissipate the

focus of their penetrating effort through large-scale road cutting

and/or vehicle attrition within relatively narrow lanes through

which the penetrating efforts will originate. Attacking at

random across the entire spectrum of the battlefield will

19



produce onl~y ijuited results of ailitary significance, particulezly in

what is not expected to be a long-term sustained conflict. Close air

support ust be available to operate against the first-echelon forces In

support of the forward elwts of the NATO defense while other air

mats ust be -striking at second. echelon forces. To hope that sign~fi-

cant casualties could be inflicted against secnd-echelon forces would

be Ideal but highly Improbable, in a non-nuclear amwiroet against an

increasing arma of hard-skinned battlefield equimen. Nowever, dig-

ruption by blocking or destroying ust be accomplished in order that

ground forces prevent the attacker frois exploiting. his oppoztunity to

Pour second echelon forces though the pentration. ad Into. the depths

of the dafse.

"Sattlefield interdiction con- be accomlihed In three areas and

against two types of. targets*. Interdi-tiLOn can be focused. in the pamp-

tration, a4x behind the Line of contact, at the penetration bose to seal

off the entato or In the cone (or "final") Qzzending from the

antcipatesd point. of pettonslanting outward andt backward- 100,

kilomters or so into the attacker's rar where his reserres (subsequent

echelons) are assemled, (located -probably- no-tatic) . ~ Tarets

will Vary from vehicles to the trprai.network, prIorities being

diffeareat at various points In the cone, depending upon the ability of

the sir fores tQ Suppr=", or operate in, the air def Mae network of

the hostile forces. The new smart- bombs. or ref erene guided mationg

so well as the use of eir-deliverabl,. scateeruble wines, could be

partiularl useful in sealing- off the traqsprtation networks at

gegrphcal va.1nerable choke points. The topo of the Pact'forces

must be slowed ad Aisrupeed to crete confusion end conditions which.
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* will present =o lucrative targets. The high speed and nbility

of the second echelon mast be stopped befoare they reach the pou-

trxatlon zones. B owever, Soviet ground losse" would have to be severe

beore their effeact would be significant. Because of the large size

of the subsequent echelons. In the cone, the primary target mast -be the

road net. Breaks in the road net serve to comress the ny' Is coums

facili1tate and slmplify target acquisition, and' ncrene, the time over

target. The object and necessity of battlefieold Interdiction is to

di.srupt the coordinated movwent of the. second echelon into the area

of concern.

There are mainy mays In which the Soviet forces can -be defeated.

Impeding And disrupting. the high temo of the. atzack of the Soviet

fortes mat be achieved if NAZO f orces a to. be successful. Methods

discussed above offered soe Instghts on hoW this night be a cc mlished

and the discusion of. the Soviet military artilesI should gime the-

veader a. boear understanding, of Soviet military- Operations. -A fuller

nderstanding- of the tempo of the attack In Soviet operaioa art and

ttics should. enble th. U.S. officer to be better prepared. to counter

the threat..
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